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Memorial and Honorarium 
Large Project Ideas 

 
The Leadership Board makes all decisions on how 
memorial funds donated to Mt Zion are used, but the 
Board welcomes input from donors on what they envision as an appropriate memorial to their 
loved ones. Below is a list of potential ideas that memorial donations might be used for. 
 
1. Solar Panels. Estimated Cost: $95,000 (based on 2021 quote). Savings: $7,000/year. 
Solar panels could potentially cover 1/3 of the electric cost at Mt Zion. Annual electric bills are 
currently running around $20,000. This gift would both lower Mt Zion’s carbon footprint and 
lower the congregation’s electric bills. The research has already been done for suitable 
placement of solar panels. 
 
2. Pew Chairs. Estimated Cost: $30,000-$60,000 (based on 2012 professional estimate). 
There is a plan to remodel the sanctuary (2012 cost estimate of $285,000, including chairs). Part 
of the remodel would include replacing the pews with 300 pew chairs. As a step toward that 
remodel, the pews could be replaced now. Desired pew chair design has not been researched. 
 
3. Staircase in the Gathering Space. Estimated Cost: $160,000 (based on 2021 quote). 
The education wing is currently difficult to access from the main entrance. People get lost, 
going down multiple hallways and up outdated stairwells. A staircase in the Gathering Space 
would make it easy to get to and from the second floor, helping children and families feel more 
connected to the community. 

 
4. Stormwater Basin. Estimated Cost: $25,000 (based on 2020 quote). Savings: $4,000/year. 
Convert the northeast corner of the main parking lot into a stormwater basin, which would 
manage our stormwater runoff by diverting the majority of the rainwater falling onto our 
parking lot into a normally dry area with a highly permeable soil, preventing the rainwater from 
entering the sewer system.  Since the majority of our water/sewer utility bill is associated with 
storm sewer fees, this would lower our bill noticeably. 
 
5. Stage Renovation. Cost Unknown 
The stage in the Fellowship Hall used to be a prime performance space at Mt Zion. Today, it 
lacks a sound system, stage lights, a working curtain, and more. A new sound system would not 
only benefit the stage, but also anytime the Fellowship Hall is being used. 
 
6. Youth Room Renovation. Cost Unknown 
The youth are using one of the classrooms on the second floor. However, teenagers really need 
a large space where they can move and play. This would require tearing down the walls 
between rooms 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, and 214 to combine them into one large room, and 
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then investing in all the material needed to make that a welcoming space for youth, such as 
flooring, furniture, a kitchenette, doors, and new paint. Expenses for meeting code such as 
changes to the sprinkler system and exit signage would need to be included. 
 
7. Gathering Space Renovation. Estimated Cost: $26,000 (ballpark) 
The Gathering Space has evolved a lot since it was created in 2005. The space is our most 
heavily-used region of the building, the central hub and community area of the entire building. 
Sunday fellowship takes place here, Tosa Cares uses the area as a dining room during their large 
distributions, meals during midweek services are eaten here, groups rent the space for small 
parties like birthdays and showers, and so much more. Three improvements are needed. 1) 
There is a plan to build a permanent countertop near the kitchen as a serving area (we have a 
2021 professional estimate of $12,000 for this part of the project). 2) The carpet needs to be 
replaced with a surface that will not stain when food is spilled on it. 3) It would very helpful to 
install a permanent sound system in the room as well, as many events require amplification. 
 
8. Replace Windows. Cost Unknown 
The windows on both the education wing and the fellowship hall are wearing out. The wood 
frames are rotting in places, the glass is becoming thin, and they are energy inefficient by 
modern standards. Replacing all the windows in either area would improve energy usage. 
 
9. Mortgage Reduction. Cost: $88,000 for one year 
The mortgage from the 2005 renovation continues to weigh on the congregation. The benefits 
from this renovation have been greatly appreciated over the years, but today the mortgage is 
roughly 1/5th of our annual budget. Paying off a year of the mortgage would get us that much 
closer to being debt-free. 
 
10. Outdoor Digital Sign. Cost Unknown 
The digital sign outside Mt Zion on North Ave was installed without the proper ventilation, and 
many of the display boards are now permanently damaged. Much of the sign on the west side 
is completely illegible or the lights aren’t even working. The sign needs to be replaced with a 
new unit along with the necessary cooling equipment to keep the sign in working order. 
 
11. Outdoor Worship Space. Cost Unknown 
This year we tried worshipping outside, and people loved it. Landscaping a space intentionally 
built for large groups would be nice. 
 
12. Give to the Mt Zion Endowment or an Endowed Gift. 
Some people want a gift that keeps on giving. Giving to Mt Zion’s unrestricted endowment or, 
in conversation with Mt Zion leadership, donating funds for creating a new restricted 
endowment, will create an income source to support Mt Zion for years to come. 
 
Questions? 
If you have any questions, contact parishadmin@mtzionlutheran.org or 414.456.0258, and we 
will do our best to answer your questions or put you in touch with someone who can.  

mailto:parishadmin@mtzionlutheran.org
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Memorial and Honorarium 
Small Project Ideas 

 
The Leadership Board makes all decisions on how 
memorial funds donated to Mt Zion are used, but the 
Board welcomes input from donors on what they envision as an appropriate memorial to their 
loved ones. Below is a list of potential ideas that memorial donations might be used for. 
 
1. Drinking Fountains. Estimated Cost: $2,700 per drinking fountain (based on 2021 quote). 
Both the 2nd floor of the education wing and the basement need drinking fountains. Neither 
floor currently has a single working drinking fountain. It would also be nice to replace the 
drinking fountains on the first floor with ones that have water bottle dispensers (and to put a 
drinking fountain in a location more accessible to the Gathering Space) 
 
2. Pew Pads. Estimated Cost: $5000 
The sanctuary pews are made of hard wood. For many, this is uncomfortable to sit on and, as a 
result, unwelcoming. Pew pads would bring comfort to many worshippers. (see #2 in large 
project: pew chairs for an alternative option). 
 
3. Outdoor Patio Furniture. Estimated Cost: $3000 
Our courtyard is a beautiful place, but currently lacks decent outdoor furniture. New furniture 
would help us use this space more fully. 
 
4. Outdoor Benches. Estimated Cost: $800 per bench 
Our outdoor benches are getting worn and unsafe. We need new benches by our prayer box, by 
the playground, and other locations. A concrete pad to put the benches on might also be nice. 
 
5. Refurbish Handbells. Estimated Cost: $5000 (ballpark) 
Handles and springs need to be replaced, and the bells need to be re-tuned. 
 
6. Flooring in Gathering Space. Estimated Cost: $5000 (ballpark) 
The carpet in the Gathering Space has been heavily worn down over the years. Installing new 
flooring, one that is easy to clean after spills, would greatly improve this space. (this project is 
also included in #7 in large projects: gathering space renovations) 
 
7. Fellowship Hall Tables and Seating. Cost of 200 Chairs and 24 Tables. 
The seating in the Fellowship Hall right now includes 80 heavy padded chairs (they are 
comfortable but take up a lot of space and are hard to move) and a large number of worn 
folding chair that have hard seats and are getting rusty. The tables are beginning to break with 
age and very heavy. It would be nice to replace the seats or tables or both with new items. 
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8. Playground Surface Material and Swing Set. Estimated Cost: $4000 (ballpark) 
For safety, the playground needs modern surface material, such as rubber chips. We also need 
swings for older kids; the only swings we have are for infant and toddlers. 
 
9. Processional Cross. Estimated Cost: $3000 (price will vary greatly) 
The current processional cross is unstable and very small for the size of our worship space. For 
those grand Sundays when there is a procession, such as Christmas and Easter, it would be nice 
to have a processional cross that is suited to the size of the worship space. If processional 
torches could be purchased to surround the cross, that would be an added bonus. Though it 
may not be possible, it would be nice if the cross and torches were of a similar style to the 
other liturgical elements in the sanctuary, such as the candles and font. 
 
11. Prayground. Estimated Cost: $4000 (ballpark) 
We value children and would like them present in worship as much as possible. The idea of a 
prayground is to provide a space in the sanctuary, usually right up front, where children are 
able to play but still hear and see the elements of worship, participating as they are able. The 
more children can be present in worship, the more of worship they will absorb. To create a 
prayground, we would need to remove 3 or 4 pews, purchase a soft surface such as two 8’x10’ 
children’s rugs, and get a child-size table with chairs, a few comfy children’s chairs, organizers 
to hold toys and other activity materials, and materials to fill the organizers. 
 
12. Nursery Improvements. Estimated Cost: $1500 (ballpark) 
Our nursery is currently in need of replacing most of the toys and larger items with new 
material. The things in the nursery have broken down due to heavy use. The nursery has also 
evolved to being used as a play place for young children, which is not how it was originally 
designed. We have a wish list of new materials needed, everything from small toys to tables 
and chairs. It would be great to do the whole project all at once. 
 
13. Stained Glass Windows Spotlights. Cost Unknown 
The stained glass windows facing North Ave on the south end of the sanctuary used to have 
spotlights lighting them up at night. The spots no longer work and are based on outdated 
technology. Installing LED spotlights would make Mt Zion visible at night once again, sharing 
our beautiful stained glass with all our neighbors. 
 
14. LED Lights in Parking Lot. $6000 (based on 2018 estimate) 
Many parking lot lights are burnt out. Replacing them with LEDs would both brighten the area 
and reduce our electric bill. 
 
Questions? 
If you have any questions, contact parishadmin@mtzionlutheran.org or 414.456.0258, and we 
will do our best to answer your questions or put you in touch with someone who can. 

mailto:parishadmin@mtzionlutheran.org

